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ff lekker met je bek in het zonnetje
Sessionable Pale Ale 3.6%

piewee
Pineapple Weizen 5.0%

apfelstrudel doppelbock
Apfelstrudel Doppelbock 11.0%

f*ck de kerstboom staat in de fik! 
Orange & Coffee Oatmeal Stout 10.0%

dikke lul 3 bier 
Extraordinary 

Hoppy Pale Ale 
5.6%

Meet our heroes! This bunch of misfits will help 
you whenever or wherever you need a moment 
just for you. Ranging from Non-Alcoholic to a 
Double IPA our core range has a hero for every 
task and everyone. Available year-round on 33cl 
cans and 20L RVS kegs. 

Every beerlover has a fresh loving bright 
side and a much more patient dark side. 
We at Uiltje want to serve both! Our bright 
side cans are freshly brewed at the Uiltje 
Brewery and our maturing dark side beers 
are brewed by us at our sister De Molen in 
Bodegraven and is packaged in bottles. 
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CHECK OUT OUR QUARTERLY CALENDAR FOR DETAILS!

Every two weeks we release a new, hop-
forward beer. We deliver those beers to you 
as fast as possible, meaning: within 24 to 72 
hours. You can drink these bad boys by can, 
delivered at your doorstep or freshly poured 
from draft at your local Fresh Venue. Never 
before have you been able to drink freshly 
brewed beer that comes straight from the 
tank!
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CHECK OUT OUR QUARTERLY CALENDAR FOR DETAILS!

Sidekicks By Uiltje is our own private playground. 
Not typically Uiltje, but always something we love. 
And you’re invited. Available year-round on 33cl 
cans and 20L RVS kegs.

UILTJE BREWING COMPANY
Bingerweg 25

2031 AZ Haarlem
023–844 6395

info@uiltjebrewing.co
www.uiltjebrewing.co

FOLLOW US 
ON SPOTIFY
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Bird of Prey 
Superhero IPA 

5.8%

trackdown 
NEIPA
5.2%

superb-owl 
Non-Alcoholic 

IPA 
0.2%

dr. raptor 
Double IPA 

8.2%

prima donna 
Limoncello Blond 

5.0%
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UILTJE WIT
Witbier

6.0%

kegs only

end of year beer
Each year we brew a different beer to 
celebrate the end of the last year and 
the start of a new one.


